Abstract
Introduction the focal allele A, p i (t). We denote the second allele by a. For simplicity, primes label 126 the intermediate variables after migration but before selection and population growth.
127
Following migration, the number of individuals in deme 1 is 128 N 1 (t) = (1 − m 12 )N 1 (t) + m 21 N 2 (t)
( 1) and the frequency of allele A in deme 1 is given by 129 p 1 (t) = (1 − m 12 )p 1 (t)N 1 (t) + m 21 p 2 (t)N 2 (t)
with similar recursions for deme 2.
131
We assume there is a negative trade-off in the fitness of the alleles A and a in the two 
where w i (t) = p i (t)w iA +(1−p i (t))w ia denotes the mean fitness after migration in deme i.
140
Population growth is density-dependent, following Ricker's regulation (Ricker, 1954) .
141
The population size in each deme i after migration and selection is 142 N i (t + 1) = N i (t) · e
Here, r i denotes the intrinsic rate of increase, which gives the maximum growth rate of 143 the population at low densities. Importantly, the rate r i is assumed to be a property of 144 the niche rather than the types. This is a valid assumption when both types compete 145 for the same resource within a niche. However, we suppose that the effective intrinsic 146 rate of increase declines due to maladaptation (by multiplying the mean fitness w i (t) 147 to the exponent): a maladapted population is not able to exploit the potential intrinsic rate of increase r i . The carrying capacity of a niche, though, remains unaltered by 149 maladaptation and is given by K i . Throughout, we will consider niches with equal 150 carrying capacity, i.e. K = K 1 = K 2 , unless explicitly stated differently (notably, We are interested in the effects of fluctuations in population size around the carrying 153 capacity on the evolutionary dynamics. In this study, the genetic composition of a popu-154 lation does not influence its carrying capacity (soft selection : Wallace 1975; Christiansen 155 1975), because this would add another layer of interactions between ecology and evolu-156 tion to the system. We discuss an alternative model choice, where the mean fitness of a 157 population affects its carrying capacity (hard selection) in the SI (S7). The core effects 158 remain robust.
159
Backward migration
160
For parts of our analysis it will prove helpful to rewrite the allele frequencies after 161 migration to 162 p 1 (t) = 1 − M 1 (t) · p 1 (t) + M 1 (t) · p 2 (t)
p 2 (t) = M 2 (t) · p 1 (t) + 1 − M 2 (t) · p 2 (t)
Here, M i (t) is the backward migration rate to deme i, which gives the proportion of new immigrants in the population of deme i at generation t. In our model, the backward 164 migration rates are given by
165
M 1 (t) = 1 1 + α 1 n(t) and M 2 (t) = α 2 n(t) 1 + α 2 n(t)
where n(t) = N 1 (t)/N 2 (t) is the proportion of the two population sizes, and α 1 =
166
(1 − m 12 )/m 21 and α 2 = m 12 /(1 − m 21 ).
167
Imposed population densities (exogenous fluctuations)
168
While fluctuations in the population size arising under high intrinsic rate of increase 169 due to overcompensating density regulation such as over-exploitation of the resource or 170 cannibalism are well documented (Symonides et al. 1986; Costantino et al. 1995; Turchin 171 et al. 2000) , it is useful to examine a simpler system where fluctuations in the population 172 density are imposed.
174
In this second model, we impose fluctuations D 1 in the population density of niche 1 175 such that its population size periodically fluctuates between two densities K 1 − D 1 and
176
K 1 + D 1 , whereas the population in niche 2 maintains a constant density K 2 (Fig. S2 ).
177
Again, we concentrate on the case librium predicted in the absence of ecology (Karlin and Campbell (1980) of increase, where recurrent overshooting of the carrying capacity is followed by over-219 compensating density regulation pushing the population to low densities (Fig. 2C ). Such 220 density fluctuations in one of the niches can markedly change the evolutionary outcome.
221
Notably, they are disadvantageous to the type that is better adapted to the "fluctuating" 222 niche. Fig. 2D shows that a high intrinsic rate of increase in one niche, which drives 223 strong fluctuations in the local population size, leads to a decline in the equilibrium fre- The allele frequency of the focal type, which is favored in niche 1, is shown in blue for niche 1 and in dark orange for niche 2. The dashed lines represent the expected equilibrium allele frequencies of the focal type in the absence of ecological dynamics. When population sizes evolve to a stable constant equilibrium (A), evolutionary dynamics behave as predicted (B, dashed lines): even when initially rare (p 1 (0) = 0.01, p 2 (0) = 0.005), the focal type is able to invade and its frequency converges to the globally asymptotically stable evolutionary equilibrium predicted in the absence of population dynamics. However, as the population density in niche 1 fluctuates due to overcompensating density dependence (C, blue), the frequency of the locally favored type decreases in the whole system (D). Although initially very frequent (p 1 (0) = 0.999, p 2 (0) = 0.997), the focal type eventually dies out due to the fluctuations in the niche where it is better adapted to. The inset highlights the fluctuations in the allele frequencies, which are due to the fluctuating population density. In (A) the population sizes at equilibrium are equal (N 1 /K is offset by 0.02 for visual clarity). (C) In niche 2, intrinsic rate of increase is low enough (r 2 = 1) so that the density stays nearly constant at carrying capacity (see inset) despite the strong fluctuations in niche 1. Parameters:
We analyze the decrease in equilibrium frequency of the type adapted to a niche that 228 9 exhibits fluctuations in population size in more detail in the following paragraphs.
229
The extent of local fluctuations determines the evolutionary equilibrium
230
How does the equilibrium frequency of the focal type depend on the amplitude of fluc-231 tuations in population density? Fig. 3 Fig. 3A) . Simultaneously, the equilibrium allele frequencies of 238 the type adapted to niche 1 start to decrease in both niches (blue, orange in Fig. 3B ).
240
The larger the intrinsic rate of increase, the stronger are overshooting and overcompen-241 sation, which leads to oscillations of higher period and eventually to chaos, whenever 242 migration is absent or really weak. In the absence of migration and selection, the tran-243 sition to cycling occurs at r 1 = 2 for the Ricker model (May and Oster, 1976 The evolutionary equilibrium changes continuously as fluctuations in population density increase. Fluctuations in local population size -whether they arise intrinsically due to overcompensating density dependence (A, blue) or are imposed extrinsically (C, blue) -lead to considerable changes in the evolutionary equilibrium of the focal type (B, D). The stronger the fluctuations in the density of one niche, the lower the equilibrium frequencies of the type that is best adapted to this fluctuating habitat. (A) Fluctuations due to overcompensating density dependence arise in niche 1 (blue) as the local intrinsic rate of increase, r 1 , increases above a threshold (see section S2). The population size in the second niche (orange) with a fixed intrinsic rate of increase, r 2 = 1, stays close to the carrying capacity (N 2 /K is offset by 0.02 for visual clarity). The bifurcation diagram of the Ricker-regulated population (blue) differs from the classic one due to the stabilizing effect of dispersal ( Fig. S3A ). (B) As long as the intrinsic rate of increase leads to stable population sizes, allele frequencies evolve towards the equilibrium predicted in the absence of joint population dynamics. However, with growing intrinsic rate of increase r 1 , fluctuations in the population density of niche 1 arise, and thus the equilibrium frequencies of the type favored in this niche decrease in both habitats (blue: p 1 in niche 1, orange: p 2 in niche 2). When fluctuations in the focal niche are strong, the locally adapted type goes extinct. Grey dots are an approximation of the evolutionary equilibrium, obtained by inserting the mean backward migration from the complete model (Fig. 4 ) into a simplified model with constant backward migration rates. This explains the evolutionary dynamics well unless fluctuations in backward migration rates are really large (see Fig. S6 ). The decrease in equilibrium frequency is smooth despite the complicated ecological dynamics, with only small fluctuations in the allele frequencies (inset). (C) This analogue to the branching diagram in (A) depicts the population density in niche 1 (blue) for linearly increasing values of imposed fluctuations, expressed relative to the carrying capacity as D 1 /K 1 . The population size in niche 2 stays constant (orange). (D) The equilibrium frequencies of the focal type decrease as a function of the (imposed) fluctuations in the niche where it is favored. Grey dots give the approximation using mean backward migration. The decrease in equilibrium frequencies is not as abrupt as it is in (B), because the increase in fluctuations is linear. Parameters:
equilibrium frequencies of the locally adapted type decrease (Fig. 3D ). Here, we as- i.e. the type that is adapted to the "better" niche, in which a high intrinsic rate of 287 increase leads to fluctuations in density. dies out in Fig. 3 ). the focal niche is larger (Fig. S9) .
339
Robustness to further scenarios
340
So far, we have assumed that one of the niches undergoes fluctuations in population den-341 sity while the second niche is stable, but our findings generalize to oscillations in both 342 niches. When both niches exhibit fluctuations, the type which is better adapted to the 343 less extreme, more stable habitat, increases in frequency (see Fig. 5 ). Specifically, when the population density in the second niche fluctuates, the focal type A benefits from these fluctuations as long as the first niche maintains a more stable density (r 1 < r 2 ).
346
This relative advantage of the focal type declines, and so does its equilibrium frequency, other forms of population dynamics such as logistic density dependence (Fig. S10, S11 ).
366
Here, fluctuations are weaker than under Ricker's regulation, and we see that the focal 367 type's equilibrium frequencies decrease continuously even if polymorphism can be main-368 tained under chaotic densities.
370
The change in equilibrium frequency driven by intrinsic fluctuations in population size is 371 also qualitatively robust to alternative formalizations, where the mean fitness of a popu-372 lation impacts also its carrying capacity. Under hard selection, the decline in equilibrium 373 allele frequency with growing fluctuations is steeper, because mean fitness in the fluc-374 tuating niche decreases due to a higher proportion of maladapted immigrants (Fig. S12) .
Furthermore, the observed evolutionary phenomenon is qualitatively independent of 377 whether migration precedes selection and population growth (as modeled here) or suc-378 ceeds them (Fig. S13 ).
379
Figure 5: When both niches exhibit fluctuations, the type better adapted to the more stable niche increases in frequency. With growing intrinsic rate of increase in niche 2 (from top to bottom: r 2 = 2, 2.4, 2.8), fluctuations in population density in niche 2 arise and intensify (A, C, E), leading to higher equilibrium frequencies of the focal type (B, D, F) because it is able to swamp the second niche whenever the population density in niche 2 is low. Blue lines show the long-term behaviour in niche 1, orange lines describe niche 2. Gray dashed lines indicate the diversity maintained if population densities were constant (horizontal), and the value of r 2 (vertical). When the population density in niche 1 stays close to the carrying capacity whilst niche 2 exhibits fluctuations (r 2 > 2, r 1 < r 2 -note that the branching point in niche 1 depends on the amplitude of fluctuations in niche 2), the focal type reaches higher equilibrium frequencies than predicted in the absence of fluctuations (horizontal dashed lines in D, F 
We see that both symmetry in selection strength between the niches and low migration The parameter region where a stable polymorphic equilibrium is maintained changes 410 when a subpopulation's density fluctuates (Fig. 6 : solid vs. dashed lines). The stabiliz-
411
ing effect of weak migration and strong selection is preserved under both constant and 412 fluctuating population dynamics: variation is maintained more easily when dispersal is low (Fig. 6A vs. To prevent extinction of the type adapted to the fluctuating niche, its selective advantage must be comparatively higher than when the densities are stable: the stability region shifts to the right, at a rate which is nearly independent of the strength of migration (A vs. B). Fluctuations broaden the parameter space that leads to fixation of the type a adapted to the stable niche by increasing the pressure on the focal type A. However, if asymmetry in selection favors the focal type (s 1 s 2 ), then fluctuations counteract that asymmetry and polymorphism is maintained more easily: the region where type A gets fixed shrinks. needs to be weaker than the local selective disadvantage of the immigrants, s 1 :
Imposed fluctuations in a continent-island model
This condition recovers the known threshold for survival of a locally adapted type in a 462 continent-island model in the absence of population dynamics (Haldane, 1930; Wright, 463 1931).
465
In the presence of fluctuations, condition (9) 
This threshold, which we denote by (D 1 /K 1 ) * , gives the critical relative fluctuation size (Fig. 7A and Fig. S15 ). This rate flattens as selection against 493 the immigrating type increases. Thus, the critical relative fluctuation size declines faster with increasing immigration when selection is weak. Conversely, the stronger the selec-495 tion, the larger are the fluctuations under which the resident type is still able to survive
496
-a phenomenon that we discussed in the model with symmetric migration and density 497 dependent population regulation already (Fig. S7) . than in the continent-island model (Fig. 7A vs. B) . With bidirectional migration, the 504 other more stable niche is inhabited by both types, leading to a polymorphic (rather than 505 monomorphic) immigration into the focal niche. Hence, migration out of the fluctuating 506 niche can be essential for persistence of the locally adapted type: the ability to find refuge 507 in a stable niche is strongly beneficial for its maintenance -even if it is maladapted to 508 that other niche and would go extinct there in the absence of immigration.
509

Discussion
510
In nature, the productivity and stability of environments vary through space. Species 
22
In the 60s and 70s, ecological instability and chaotic dynamics were in the focus of at-529 tention (May, 1972 (May, , 1974 Levins, 1979) , and the fact that migration can balance local 530 disturbances has been recognized early on: "The effect of extreme conditions in one 531 place will be leveled out to some degree by less extreme conditions in others. Migration 532 can contribute to the leveling influence of spatial heterogeneity." (Den Boer, 1968) .
533
Later, Chesson (1985) formalized these ideas of coexistence as a "spatial storage effect"
534
-coexistence is facilitated because differing micro-habitats buffer a species against poor 535 recruitments that occur during periods when the other species has a competitive advan- decreases with maladaptation (as we assume here, Fig. S3B ). Yet, due to ongoing mi-553 gration, fluctuations of the persisting type are suppressed. Soon after habitats become 554 connected, types adapted to unstable, strongly fluctuating niches will be replaced by 555 their competitors, which benefit from migration from a stable environment.
557
It is an important assumption of our model that the intrinsic rate of increase is a prop-558 erty of the niche rather than the genotype -as is the case when multiple types use a 559 common abundant resource. Similarly, exogenous fluctuations are imposed on the entire 560 population within a niche. As the fluctuations of a niche apply to its whole subpopula-561 tion, they lead to an increase in relative immigration which is independent of evolution 562 and applies to all genotypes at the same rate. Therefore, the recurrent swamping over- where the capacity to grow well from low densities and the trade-off between the types 567 are combined to one parameter (Smith, 1998; Luís et al., 2011) , we do not observe the 568 effect that fluctuations in the resource-rich niche ultimately harm the locally more com-569 petitive type. This is because fluctuations in population size then only arise due to a 570 dual advantage of this type. The coupling of demography and evolution is an essential 571 feature of our model.
573
Here, we assume soft selection, so that the carrying capacity does not change with mal- there are examples where it gives good fit to experimental data (Thomas et al., 1980) . density. We expect to observe a decrease in equilibrium frequency of the type that is 595 adapted to the niche exhibiting the most severe fluctuations in population density. Con-596 versely though, when one type inhabits multiple fluctuating niches, increasing migration 597 between them stabilizes its population dynamics (Allen et al., 1993; Ruxton, 1994; Stone 598 and Hart, 1999) and hence increases its robustness against gene flow from a neighboring 599 habitat with a trade-off in adaptation.
We believe that our results are of particular relevance for maintenance of local adap-602 tation to peripheral populations (Sexton et al., 2009; Holt and Barfield, 2011) . These 603 often experience more severe fluctuations than more central habitats (Harrison, 1991) .
604
Our deterministic model shows that -assuming genetic drift is weak relative to selection 605 -adaptation to local conditions is considerably more difficult when population density 606 fluctuates, and that even weak migration can prevent local adaptation in the presence cally adapted type away from very low densities. Therefore, when genetic drift is strong, 612 dispersal could be beneficial even when it brings in also maladapted types. A similar 613 effect is seen in models of evolution to species range margin with a continuously varying 614 resource -once genetic drift becomes important, increasing migration rate improves the 615 adaptation to marginal conditions (Polechová, 2018) . The effects of genetic and demo-616 graphic stochasticity in this simple model, as well as the impact of added instability 617 in peripheral populations on adaptation to marginal conditions would be an interesting 618 subject to dedicated future study.
620
We hope that our study will bring attention to important effects of considering 621 population dynamics and evolution jointly, and helps elucidating the role 622 of disturbances/fluctuations on the maintenance of diversity -an important phenomenon 623 of natural populations, which has recently become again a focus of experimental studies 624 Rainey et al., 2000; Buckling et al., 2007) . We also believe that 625 our findings, which demonstrate that even under deterministic dynamics the variance 626 in population size is an important factor for maintenance of diversity, are relevant to 627 conservation biology. The equilibrium allele frequencies are strongly affected by density 
